1. Introductory note. All examples from the Aymara language are pre sented in the phonemic alphabet currently in use among Aymara speak ing people (Yapita 1981) . Since the majority of Que chua examples come from Cuzco Quechua, a language which borrowed phonology from the Jaqi languages (including Ayrnarar. these examples are presented in a compatible spelling. The examples in Spanish come from Peru and Bolivia. (Note: the Jaqi languages are Jaqaru , Kawki, and Aymara. Although. in English. I will refer to the language brought by the conquerors from Spain to the Andes as Spallish, it should be noted that cspano! in the Andes is reserved for the people or objects which originate in the Andes. The language itself is always referred to as custcllano.v 2. Historical and ecological background. The Andes Mountains. rugged. high. imposing. appear formidable indeed on first sight. In contrast. on looking closer. one might almost believe they were molded by human hand-the land terraced wide and narrow. on what appear to be almost vertical slopes. with a road system. for animal or human foot. to rival any in the world. Hardly a square meter appears untouched by human hand. The many groups which have inhabited the Andes have clearly been restless hard workers. traveling and reshaping the ir environment to achieve access to the variety of ecological zones they have believed necessary for the essentials of living.
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The Andes Mountain-also form a linguistic area. with a number of features in common crossing language family boundaries. a direct out growth of the incessant movement of people, In addition to local interac tions, the whole area has been subjected to a serie s of imperial languages (Hardman forthcoming b i. Each imperial language. in its turn. has imposed as much as it could of its image of the world onto the subjugated populations and spread as much a, it could of its world view through trade and other reciprocal interactions or through military and/or reli gious fiat. In each case of imperial language imposition. there have been contradictory efforts: on one hand to eliminate precunquest languages. and on the other to limit access to the conqueror', language in order to limit access to power, These contradictory motivations. in their own right were the origin of extensive and intensive influences. and most specifically of influence on the dominant language. much more so than might have been expected, The first imperial language that need, to he considered for tracing influence, on the Spanish language is the mother tongue of Modern Ayrnara , Proro-Jaqi. the language of the expansion of the Wari.' Tiwanaku horizon during the first millennium of our era, a language also used in the early stages of Inca expansion. some two centuries before the arrival of the Spaniards, The native language of the Incas was neither Qucchua nor Jaqi, but rather i he Puquina language. now e xt mct , The effect of these two expansion" ,'as thai of imposing throughout the entire Andean area certain grammatical caiegorie s. such as tlat c: ,\(}III'CC (Hardman. forthcoming ar. categories that came to be of great impor tance later in the Spanish/Andean contact situation, The first nine Incas took advantage oft he \\ ide spread knowledge of the Jaqi language. which remained from the earlier Wari expansion. and with this language carried forward their early conque st s Even at the time of the arrival of the Spaniards many Jaqi languages still existed, Today there are only three: Jaqaru. Kawki, and Ayrnara. At least two Jaqi languages have become extinct during the twentieth century, Dur ing the reign of Inca Atahuallpas grandfather. Tupac Inca Yupanqui, the language for conquest and official use within the empire was changed from Jaqi to Quechua for political purpoxe-. (The name itself, QI/C('/II/Il, is a modem usage: at the time of the conque st. the usual de sgnat ion was simply "the general language',) Among the motivation-tor the language shift was the enormous power of the coastal people who spoke the variety of Que chua known as Chincliav. The change of language was by fiat. but motivations for irnniernentation were, as usual. ambivalent. While the use ofa single language was indeed forwarded by the Incas. it
is nevertheless the case that Quec hua , in its CUlCO \ ariety. was spread by the Spaniards during the colonial period much further than ir ever had been by the lncax.
At the time the Spaniards arrived. the language now called Quechuu had been the official language 01 conquest for something less than a century. The ell/co variety. heavily influenced by the Jaqi ian guages. most specifically by the mother tongue of modern Aymara-the city of ('ULCO itself was trilingual at the moment of conquest ---was less widely spread than t he Chine hay variety. a variety now extinct. For example. Huayna Capac. the Inca who would die Llf,t European disease before ever laying eyes on a European. had only just managed to take to Ecuador the CULCO variety and there impose it on top of the Chinchay variety. already in place from penetrauou into that area centuries earlier. (C1". TLlrero 1974 and Carpenter 19~~.1 With the arrival of the Spaniards. the third imperial language with which I will deal in this paper began again the same process ofexpansion with the same ambivalences. The result was. again. one of influences. powerful and intimate. between conquered and conqueror. Just as Quechua had adopted much from the .Iaqi languages. SLl also did Spanish adopt much from Qucchua. in many cases the very same elements. In addition, of course. when Spanish came int o direct contact with the Jaqi languages. many elements were directly adopted from the,c-and there were many more Jaqi languages in the earlier days of the conquest than there are now.
Childre n of dual heritage were born with in a year oft he conq ue st , of WORD. VOLUME 33. NL'vIBERS 1-2 (APRIL- AUGUST 19821 Practical politics, on the other hand, has limited the learning of Spanish by the general population. This limitation formed part of an effort, not articulated, to maintain a class of humble servants. The linguistic result of these (unofficial) policies is that the Spanish of the Andes, even that of the elite who are today monolingual in Spanish, is profoundly influenced by the substrate of native languages, directly as a result of the contradictory policies which led to intense and intimate language contact. We have in the Andes, thus, the creation ofa new dialect of Spanish, one that reflects and codifies the reality of the Andean experience.
Andean Spanish is regularly heard in the cities of the Andes, such as Cuzco and La Paz, and, of course, as virtually the only variety in rural areas. Some aspects of Andean Spanish are also heard on the coast as well, in urban coastal areas, such as Lima, in the north of Argentina, and throughout Ecuador. Andean Spanish can be noticed in the streets, in the newspapers, and in written literature aimed at the 'Iiteratos. even though there are indeed purist types who criticize all such departures from Peninsular Spanish. ignoring the reality of the Andean experience.
(An excellent study of internal variation within Andean Spanish can be found in Escobar 1978.) As the dominant language, it is expected that there would be many borrowings from Spanish into the native lan guages. However, the influence is less than expected, particularly in view of the enormous influence in the other direction. Although there are numerous lexical borrowings in the speech of monolingual speakers of Andean languages, it is very difficult to detect any grammatical influ ences. Some varieties do suffer great grammatical interference, ..uch as the varieties used by missionaries, by plantation owners, by radio an nouncers, or by bilinguals who are coordinate or nearly so or for whom Spanish is dominant (Briggs 1981a) .
In looking at mutual influences in this article, I will take Aymara as the primary language for Andean examples. All examples from other languages are labeled as such. The Andean Spanish examples come from both Peru and Bolivia.
Phonology.
With only one exception, there have been no direct phonological borrowings between the Andean languages and Spanish.
The exception is the addition of lsi to the list of Spanish phonemes, e.g.. as found in the name of one of t he Departments of Peru, Ancav/r. The lsi is frequently encountered in toponyms and also, with great frequency, in nicknames (e.g.. Scbusrian gives Shabo and Macedonia gives Mushii. It is always a surprise to people who speak Andean Spanish to dis cover that people who speak other varieties of Spanish cannot even pronounce lsi.
HARDMAN-DE-BAUTlSTA, MUTUAL INFLUENCE
Apart from direct borrowing, there has been a good deal of influence in differentiating the direction of change within Spanish itself. For example, in the Spanish of the Andes, the contrast between Iy I and It I is maintained, reflecting the phonological structures of the Andean lan guage where the contrast between Iy I and It I is also found, e.g., Spanish yema 'yolk', llame 'call!', cf. Aymara vapu 'field', llapa 'flat: Spanish oye 'hears', olla .pot", cf. Aymarajaya 'far', jallu . rain'. It should also be noted that. while the other varieties of Spanish have been losing the lsi in final position of the syllable or word, in Andean Spanish lsi is maintained in all positions, Also in contrast to other varieties of Spanish, vowels in Andean Spanish are frequently de voiced, particularly in post tonic position after voiceless consonants, but even after voiced ones at times. Furthermore, they may be dropped altogether, particularly be tween voiceless consonants. This results in a remarkably different au ditory impression between, say, Cuban and Bolivian. For example, a phrase like juguete s, plies 'well, toys' would be [jugetsps] in Bolivian, but [jugetepwe ] in Cuban. (Cf Boynton 1974 and 1981.) 4. Lexicon. The most notable influence, not surprisingly, is in the mutual borrowing of lexical items, with the largest category being that of cul tural items borrowed together with their labels. The semantic domains most represented in Spanish borrowings from Andean languages are those of food, plants, and animals, as in the following examples: For the Andean languages, borrowings have been primarily in the semantic domains of clothing (imposed by legal and/or religious fiat), imported animals, and manufactured products: clothing: mankasa < Sp. mungus 'sleeves': wulsiku < Sp. bolsillo 'pocket"; pullira < Sp. pollera .skirt (of the wide gathered type)'; animals: waka < Sp. \'aca 'cow, cattle': uwisa < Sp. oveja 'sheep' (borrowed before the consonant shift to Modem Spanish); asnu < Sp.
asno 'ass':
sigarro 'cigarette'; jusi < Sp. ho ; 'hoe' (borrowed before Spanish consonant shift with loss of initial aspiration).
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The Andean languages also borrowed a large number of kin terms, for a variety of motives, among which are interlingual taboos (one of the terms for 'uncle' was /kaka/) and the preoccupations on the part of priests regarding what they imagined to be incest. Many of the native terms were lost, but the categories were not: they remained, sometimes several together hidden under a single Spanish word, as, for example, with the terms /tiyu/ and /tiya/ 'uncle' and 'aunt', Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that, in spite of the loss of the terms, the categories and their behavioral functions were not lost: the roles and functions of the kin system became opaque to Spanish eyes, and indeed to the eyes even of anthropologists until very recently (for an accurate account see Collins 1981 and in press),
In addition to nouns, some verbs have also been borrowed, in both directions. For example, into Spanish has come \'(/1'111' <: /yaparia/ 'to add a bit (especially to a purchase)' > Fr. (Louisiana) /(/gl/;{/fJfJC 'small gift added to a purchase', and ch allcn: <. /challuria/ 'give homage to the earth, bless with alcohol': and into Ayrnara /pit an a ' <: Sp. IJ;1lI1' 'to smoke', and /parlana) <: Sp. parlur 'to speak' (now lost from Spanish). Andean Spanish also borrowed a numberofexclamations. The two most common are: a/{//(/II (expression of cold), and achichiu (expression of pain). The Andean languages. on the other hand, borrowed particles. thus augmenting a category which is natively very restricted, In Aym ara, for example, we find II/(/,\{/ <: Sp. nuis 'more' .Lamasa <: Sp . juma s 'never' (in Aymara also 'totally'), and 1I'/I/II\li\'(/'\ <: Sp. buenos dius 'good day'. The list of borrowings is very long indeed, on both sides. A complete study would necessarily also be simultaneously a study of the whole of the encounter between European and Andean. Consider the following: into Spanish: gll{/gll{/ <: /wawa/ 'baby', and /I/{/ClIl'lIl1; <: /mak"urxa/ 'cramp (from excessive muscle use)': and into Ayrnara: /kulirasiiia/ <: colcr« 'to become very angry', and /puyri/ <: pobrc 'pauper'. (Cf Yapita 1974.) In addition to direct borrowings, many items of the lexicon on both sides in the contact situation have changed the actual semantic domain a little or a lot. For example, in peninsular Spanish, pi« refers only to the foot, ankle down. In Andean Spanish, IJic may refer to the limb from the knee Gown or to the entire leg, thus reflecting the semantic field of Aymara /kayu/ which, in the translation tradition, is always translated as pie (i.e., 'foot'), but whose semantic domain is actually some portion of the lower limbs. Andean Spanish fJ;C is actually closer to Peninsular IJicI'/1lI than to the identical form when used in Spain (Laprade 1976 The influences of the Andean languages on Andean Spanish arc profound and very interesting and will be looked at in some detail. The actual forms have changed little or not at all-the Spanish appears on the surface to be like the Spanish found anywhere-and for this very reason the differences in function and meaning have gone unnoticed in virtually every dialect study of American Spanish (but see Martin 19HI. Laprade 1981 . 1976 . and Boynton 1981 , I shall describe four points in the gram matical structure of Spanish where Andean influence is of importance.
Number.
In the Jaqi languages number is unmarked. Any demarca tion between singular and plural is optional: if a mark of plurality is lacking, the construction is not therefore singular. It has been argued by some Aymara students that what is impossible is to be unambiguously singular. For example. /rnaya/ . I. also means' few'. 1n some varieties of Aymara today there is one verb suffix: -pi-: and one noun suffix: -naka ] which are used to translate the Spanish plural. These suffixes arc used most in those varieties of Aymara most influenced by Spanish (e.g .. missionary. radio, etc.). In the speech of mono linguaIs these suffixes are rare: furthermore. when used. the semantic domain is rather one of all-inclusion. or of concatenation. or perhaps of emphasis. They are plurals only through loan translation. They are not plurals within the native Aymara system.
The impact of the lack of an obligatory number category has not been any weakening of the number category in Spanish: mistakes in the use of number in Spanish by Ayrnara speakers is one of the shibboleths for the prejudiced. The result has been more interesting: an enormous augmentation of the class of mass nouns. In Andean Spanish. the cate gory of mass nouns includes virtually all food and the largest part of all WORD. VOLUME 33, NUMBERS 1-2 (APRIL-AUGt: ST 19H21 other objects other than human beings. Most particularly included are domestic animals. For example, parallel to come til arro; 'eat your rice', we have come til papa 'eat your potatoes' and come t ufrijol 'eat your beans'; similarly, parallel to vende lechc 'she sells milk', we have: vende III/C\'() 'she sells eggs' and ve nde I'a('(/ 'she sells cows', It is interesting to observe that. in the expansion of the members of the class of mass nouns. human beings have not been included, This would be a reflection of the importance that is given to the human/nonhuman distinction in the Aymara language (Hardman 1978) , 5,2 Sentence markers. Another extension of a Spanish construction that occurs throughout the Hispanic world is that of the use of the definite article with personal names, Nevertheless. in contrast to the use elsewhere, in the Andes there is no implied deprecation in the use. nor is the reference limited by social class: c! Pupi, la Mami, el Juan, and la Rosa, Laprade (1981) suggests that this use reflects the obligatory use of the sentence suffixes in Aymara (see Hardman-de-Bautista, Yapita, and Vasquez /975. chaps, II and 12), especially [-xa}, which frequently occurs with subjects, There is a correlative suffix in Quechua which students of that language commonly call a topic marker.
Sentence suffixes in the Jaqi languages define a sentence, They occur on a particular word. but belong to the syntactic unit. It is by virtue of these suffixes that the sentence is defined, for example. as a question or a statement and also as to type, Some of the suffixes, and some of the uses, were apparently borrowed between Quechua and Jaqi in prehis toric times. See Section 5,3 for further influences of this system on Andean Spanish,
In support of Laprade's observation. it is also interesting to note that in written materials in the Andes. e,g .. newspapers, one frequently finds commas precisely where there would have been a {-xa f if the writer had been Ayrnara. These occur even when the writer is a monolingual Spanish speaker. as in these sentences: "El fiscal pidio ayer, tarnbien al Tribunal que investigue las muertes de. , , .. These four particles may all occur in sentence-final position, and, as in the case of the definite article and the comma, appear to reflect the structure of the sentence suffixes in Aymara. Furthermore, nomos is a single word, not two as elsewhere, and siempre has changed its meaning from 'always' to "still, yet': that is, it is in direct contrast with t odavia, which is negative only. For example, * todavia est a aqui is an impossible sentence in Andean Spanish in the positive sense: it could only mean 'she still isn't here', though most speakers would prefer no esta aqui todavia . The positive would have to be stempre esta aqui or est a aqui sie mpre 'she is still here' .The particle piles is frequently realized as /ps/, as in nops (no . plies) 'well, no' and sips tsi, plies) 'well, yes'.
The examples that are given below are in some cases accompanied by a parallel form from Aymara to facilitate direct comparison, How ever. as is always the case, once a feature is borrowed and integrated into the structure of the accepting language, that feature begins a life of its own and will follow the genius of the new language in its own development. Therefore, not all examples from Andean Spanish are today directly paralleled by an underlying Aymara sentence. The follow ing examples illustrate the use of these four particles plies, siempre . 1l0/lIlI,I, and pero : Spanish amid {JIICS, Aymara saramay 'well, run along': Sp. II n0,1' tres nomas quiero . Ay. ma kimsaks munta 'I only want about three': Sp. nos he mos olvldado sie mpre , Ay. armt' asi puntan \l'a 'we still up and forget': Sp. ya hablas avm ara peril, Ay. Avmara purlxaraktasa 'you do indeed speak Ayrnara. (The elements in Aymara corresponding to the Spanish particles are in bold face type.) As is also the case in Ayrnara, in Andean Spanish it is possible for several of these particles to co-occur. e.g., Sp. dile nomos plies peru, Ay. sakirakipuni tta 'well, just go ahead and tell'. (For more examples of this kind, cf. Briggs 1981 b and Laprade 1976.) 5.4, Data source, The most interesting aspect of the Andean influence on Spanish is in the grammatical category of the data SOIIrCl'. In order to understand the functioning of this grammatical concept. it will be neces sary to look at the way in which this functions within the Jaqi languages. 5.4.1. Jaqi data source. The Jaqi languages mark, obligatorily, the data source in virtually every sentence of the language: that is, the source of the information in the sentence is obligatorily marked (for a full descrip tion see Hardman forthcoming a). The manner of marking, its extent together with the cultural correlates, is what I term a 'linguistic postu late' (Hardman 1978) : i.e.. a grammatical category that is marked at various levels within the grammatical system and which is so omnipres ent that speakers come to consider the category part of the nature of the
universe. Number and gender are such categories in Indo-European. In the Jaqi languages. the data source I i.c .. the source of the information expressed in the sentence) is the preeminent linguistic postulate.
The data source can be reconstructed for Proto-Jaqi. Furthermore. the three basic categories have been widely borrowed within the Andes. thus allowing us to trace. at least in part. the contacts of the Jaqi languages with other languages in prehistoric times. Quechua. for example. adopted part of the data source system. the same three basic contrasts that Spanish has now adopted and that are also fully recon structable for Proto-Jaqi. Current investigations lead us to believe that the borrowing into Quechua most likely occurred during the Waril Tiwanaku horizon between 400 and 700 A. D. The borrowings in Quechua are predominantly loan translations. with redefinitions of existing suffixes, but not exclusively. The same process has recurred in the contact of Andean languages with Spanish. The Jaqi languages have an intricate and complex data source structure: only the three basic categories will be treated in this paper because they are those which have most markedly influenced Andean Spanish.
1) Personal f.:.1111 wlc dg« . The forms that indicate personal knowledge are used for all that comes of direct experience through the senses. of which the primary one is sight. The primary mark of personal knowledge tbut not the only) is the occurrence of the suffix :-wa: in the sentence. e.g .. 11-1(/1//(/ Mursilaw I'll/II' //1I111lt'i. 'Ms. Marcela ate bread (and I saw her)'.
2) KIlOll'!cdRc-IhrouRh-llI/lf,?IUlRC. The forms of knowledge-through language are appropriate for all that one learns through language. b-it by hearing or by reading. In Aymara the usual form is embedding with /saria/ 'to say'. e.g .. Merna Morsila»: tunt' 11/(///(( siw. 'Ms. Marsila ate bread (someone said)'.
3) Non-personal knowledge, The forms of non-personal knowledge are appropriate for all historical information where there are no living participants. and also for stories. tales. myths. and legends. These forms are also commonly used for surprises. A frequent form for non-personal knowledge is the suffix {vtavna ] (3rd > 3rd pel's. remote). e.g .. Menna Marsilax tan:' m a nq' atayna '1'.1 s. 1' .1 arsila ate bread (but I didn t see her and don't know it from my personal experience).' 5.4.2. Data source in Andean Spanish. The data source as we find it in Andean Spanish today comes from two sources: first. directly from the Jaqi languages. and second. indirectly through the Quechua languages. The tripartite system of the data source contrasts marks the Andes as a linguistic area, since this category crosscuts all language families. HARDMAJ',;-DE-BALTlSTA. :vlL'TlAL INFLLEJ',;CE The specific vehicle for the incorporation into Spanish of the data source category was that which I call the translation tradition. This tradition was quickly and dogmatically established. by mutual, if unspo ken, agreement from both sides. such that certain items in one language (both words and grammatical forms) were translated by specific items in the other. such that these agreed upon translations came to be believed to be the' true' and' only' correct translations. For most people involved in this translation tradition. the correlative expressions were believed to be exactly equivalent expressions. Ironically. this very belief came to be to some degree a self-fulfilling prophecy. however erroneous it originally was, or continues to be in other respects. Andean Spanish accommo dated itself to the data source imperative in so absolute a form that monolingual Spanish speakers from the Andes today find it difficult to believe that other varieties of Spanish do not have the category: fre quent examples of misunderstandings occur across dialect lines (cf. Martin 19t1lb).
I) Personal knOll'!edge in Andean Spanish, The expression of per sonal knowledge in Aymara does carry a grammatical mark. as we have seen above. However. most particularly in the case of the sentence suffix {-wa l , there is no obvious translation for Spanish. Within the translation tradition. in fact. no translation was assigned: the suffix was considered to be meaningless. Bertonio in his grammar of 1603 specifi cally states. "Some particles there are in this language which serves no other function than to adorn the sentence. for without them the sentence lacks nothing and is well formed" (p. 326: trans. by Hardman). This statement. negating absolutely the importance of the data source cate gory and its primary markers. served as the model for Aymara gram mars until 1974. As a corollary. within Andean Spanish. personal knowl edge is the unmarked form. A verb in the present tense or in the preterite is a simple sentence which. in Andean Spanish. carries the presumption of personal knowledge. Thus. for example. the sentence la profcsora Ilegi) 'the teacher arrived' means. additionally. that 1. the speaker. saw her arrive. The form is incorrect in other circumstances.
2) Knowlcdge-throu gh-lan guagc in Andean Sponisli, The category of knowledge-through-Ianguage has caused. among other things. the reten tion of one archaism in Andean Spanish that has largely disappeared elsewhere: diiqu» 'they say. it is said'. In addition. other forms of dccir 'to say'. most commonly dice and diccn occur in sentence-tinal posi tion, parallel to the occurrence of analogous forms in Aymara. These uses are in addition to those common to all types of Spanish. Neverthe less. although the forms appear to be the same. the implications are not:
WORD, VOLUME 33, NUMBERS 1-2IAPRIL-ACGUST 19S21 Sp. Marcela est d en/erma dice, Ay. Marsilax usut aw sill' 'Marcela is ill, they say', and Sp. estaba enojada dice 'she was angry, they say'.
Another result of the knowledge-through-language category and the involvement of declr in the marking of the category, is that a sentence such as the following is not ambiguous in Andean Spanish: SIll/maya dice que comio r}(111 • Shu maya, they say, ate bread'. It can only mean that someone is reporting through language the activities of Shumaya: it cannot mean that Shu maya herself has spoken either of herself or of another. Phonetic realization in this sentence is very close to dii.que and may be indistinguishable, (If the grammatical subject of de clr and comer is different in number or person, or if an indirect object precedes decir. e.g., me dice, then it is understood that Shumaya is speaking-but such sentences are not ambiguous anywhere.)
Another element affected by knowledge-through-language is seg urumc nt e 'surely', which, as a reply, means 'I hear you', that is, I understand what you say and accept it as knowledge-through-language, but I have no personal knowledge of it. This use can be very disconcert ing to speakers of other varieties of Spanish, who interpret such a use as doubting the honesty of the addressee. It does not.
3) Non-personal knowledge in Andean Spanish, The translation tra dition very rapidly designated the pluperfect as the "correct" translation for verbs with the {-tayna} suffix. Thisdesignation was accepted by both sides: the Aymara use {-tayna f to translate the pluperfect, thus the translation Ay. lit unjat ayna for Sp. habia vist o la coso 'she saw (had seen) the house'. But l-taynal is a remote of non-personal knowledge, not a past of a past. Today the pluperfect in Andean Spanish is also a non-personal knowledge. Although the form remains identical with forms used in all varieties of Spanish, the meaning and the grammatical function are not the same, The pluperfect is not primarily a tense, but a data-source marker in contrast to the preterite: vio l« casu 'she saw the house and I saw her see it', as opposed to habia vista 10 casu 'she saw the house, but I have no personal knowledge of her having done so' . As in Ayrnara, the non-personal knowledge form is employed to indicate surprise, e.g., Sp. hubian sabido [uniar, Ay. pitat; vatitavnu 'so they knew how to smoke (and I just found out)!'
We have, then, a situation in which the forms used for the data source look like those found in other varieties of Spanish, but the meaning is not the same, nor are the contexts in which the forms are used the same. Today there are interesting consequences when speakers of different varieties of Spanish meet. For people of other regions, Andean Spanish sounds like there is a "confusion" in past tenses. In other cases, simple misunderstanding results-on the part of both. HARDMAN-DE-BAUTISTA. MUTUAL INFLUENCE Cases of this kind of contact are frequently seen among Spanish speaking students at the University of Florida. The differences in uses and contexts came to be a rather serious matter among some individuals in the Peace Corps who learned their Spanish in Puerto Rico and then went to the Andes. It was quite a shock to come up against the data source, with the result that many of the young people thought that nobody believed them. that everything they said was a motive for suspicion or challenge.
6. Conclusion. The mutual influences between the Spanish and the Andean languages have been extensive in the borrowing oflexical items. Most numerous have been nouns, but other word classes have ample representation. There are relatively few influences in the matter of phonology, and what influences there are fall primarily into the category of augmenting or blunting currents already present in the receiving language. Syntactic influence on Spanish has been primarily a matter of readjusting preexisting structure to make them conform better to the world view of the Andean languages, but without the direct borrowing of linguistic forms. Where influence is most notable and where Andean Spanish contrasts most markedly with other varieties of Spanish is in the adoption of the grammatical category of the data source, with both morphological and syntactic implications. The category of the data source, in effect, marks the Andean area as a linguistic area, since this category has crossed linguistic frontiers several times, prehistorically as well as since the Spanish conquest.
